**GWALIOR DISTRICT**

**CENTRE :**

- **994 :** PARIKSHA BHAWAN JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
- **738 :** B.I.M.R. NURSING COLLEGE, GWALIOR
- **737 :** P.G. COLLEGE OF NURSING, JANVIKAS NYAS, GWALIOR
- **961 :** L.M.R. COLLEGE OF NURSING, GWALIOR
- **739 :** INST. OF NURSING SCIENCE STUDIES AND RES., SITHOLI, GWALIOR
- **642 :** R.S.C. COLLEGE OF NURSING, GWALIOR
- **698 :** SHIVNATH SINGH COLLEGE OF NURSING, GWALIOR
- **697 :** JAI INST. OF NURSING & RESEARCH, THATIPUR, GWALIOR
- **714 :** K.S. NURSING COLLEGE, GWALIOR
- **782 :** ABHISHEK NURSING COLLEGE, GWALIOR
- **720 :** THE ACADEMY OF NURSING SCIENCE & HOSPITAL, GWALIOR
- **964 :** RAM KRISHNA COLLEGE OF NURSING, GWALIOR
- **646 :** GWALIOR NURSING COLLEGE, GWALIOR
- **789 :** S.R. COLLEGE OF NURSING, MORAR, GWALIOR
- **888 :** BRIGHT COLLEGE OF NURSING BARAUA GWALIOR
- **644 :** SOPHIA NURSING COLLEGE, GWALIOR
- **780 :** VANDEMATRAM NURSING COLLEGE, GWALIOR
- **645 :** GRANTHAM COLLEGE OF NURSING SCIENCE, GWALIOR
- **743 :** B.I.P.S. COLLEGE OF NURSING, GWALIOR
- **740 :** MOTHER TERESA INSTITUTE OF NURSING, GWALIOR
- **715 :** FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE COLLEGE OF NURSING & RESEARCH CENTRE, GWALIOR

---

*EXAM CONTROLLER*
** DATIA DISTRICT **

**CENTRE :** 572 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, DATIA
577 : SHRI RAWATPURA SARKAR COLLEGE OF NURSING, DATIA

** GUNA DISTRICT **

**CENTRE :** 591 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, GUNA
602 : M.S. COLLEGE OF NURSING SCIENCE & RESEARCH, GUNA
931 : OMKAR COLLEGE OF NURSING, GUNA
889 : RAM KRISHNA NURSING COLLEGE GUNA

** BHIND DISTRICT **

**CENTRE :** 522 : GOVT. GIRLS COLLEGE, BHIND
547 : NAVAL KISHORE SHIVHARE NURSING COLLEGE, BHIND
781 : MRIRYUNJAY NURSING COLLEGE, BHIND
965 : R.L.D. NURSING COLLEGE, BHIND
932 : PATIRAM SHIVHARE NURSING COLLEGE, BHIND

** MORENA DISTRICT **

**CENTRE :** 801 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, MORENA
832 : MADHVIRAJE NURSING COLLEGE, MORENA
824 : R.L. NURSING COLLEGE, MORENA

***************

DY REGISTRAR (EXAM)